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0. Introduction and summary. We call a Markov operator P which has

a representation P(x,A) = J¿p(x,y)A(dy) with p(x,y) bivariate measurable a

A-continuous Markov operator. It is a special kind of A-measurable Markov

operator of E. Hopf. If the state space is discrete, every Markov operator is

A-continuous where A assigns measure 1 to every state. In §1 various definitions

and preliminaries are given. In §11 the existence of invariant measures for a

A-continuous conservative P is proved. It is shown that the space is decomposed

into at most countably many indecomposable closed sets C1,C2,--. For each

C¡ there is a o--finite invariant measure p¡ which is equivalent to A on C¡ and

vanishes outside C¡. Every invariant measure is shown to be of the form Ha¡p¡.

In §111 convergence properties of £^=1pn(z,x)/Z^=1p"(z,y) are studied. It is

shown that for a conservative ergodic P the limit of the ratio is/(x)//(y) where

/ is the derivative of the invariant measure with respect to A. All these theorems

are well known for a discrete state space (cf. [2, 1.9]).

§IV treats laws of large numbers. The approach used here is similar to that

of Harris and Robbins [7]. It contains generalizations of theorems of Chung

for discrete state spaces (cf. [2,1.15]). The theory of A-measurable Markov opera-

tors is extensively used here.

§VI is devoted to some new results on A-measurable Markov operators which

are used in this paper. In §V the theory of Martin boundaries is investigated.

The kernel K(x,y) used here is

I p\x,y)
K(x,y) = lim        "'    H-,

""* + c0\n(dz)   Hp\z,y)
J n = l

where n is a finite measure equivalent to A. By using this kernel the space X

is embedded in a compact Hausdorff space J?. Every 71-integrable invariant

function h is shown to have the representation h = §yf¡(dy) for a Baire measure

fj on X. The techniques used here are essentially extensions of that of G. A.

Hunt [9]. The space X is assumed to be irreducible, i.e., X is the support of

measure  2Z^=x2-"nP".
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I. Preliminaries. Let X be a nonempty set, 3C, a cr-algebra of subsets of X

and A, a ff-finite measure on X. Let p(x,y) be an 2£ x SC measurable function

defined onlxl satisfying the following conditions:

1. p(x,y)^0 for (X x X) almost all (x,y),

2. for (A) almost all x, ¡p(x,y)X(dy) :£ 1.

Let Lm(X) be the collection of A-essentially bounded functions and sé(X),

the collection of all finite real valued, countably additive functions on 3C which

are absolutely continuous with respect to A. Let ¿á+(X) be the collection of

all non-negative elements of ¿¡i(X). For any feLJJ) define Pf by

(1.1) P/(x)=Jp(x,y)/(y)A(dy).

For any v e s#iX) define vP by

(1.2) vP(A) = | v(dx) j p(x,y)X(dy).

The operator P here is a special case of A-measurable Markov operators of E.

Hopf (cf. Appendix). We shall call it a X-continuous Markov operator and

(X,&,X), the state space of P. The iterates of P are then given by

P"f(x) = j p(n\x,y)f(y)X(dy),

vP\A) = Jv(dx)J p"(x,y)A(dy),

where p("'(x,y) are defined inductively by

pM(x,y) =  jp("-1Xx,z)p(z,y)X(dz).

The function p shall be called the density function of the operator P. (1.1),

(1.2) remain meaningful for non-negative / not necessarily A-essentially boun-

ded and non-negative, rj-finite measure v. All subsets of X discussed in this

paper are elements of 3C and all functions on X are ^-measurable functions.

For two sets A,B, AczB, A = B mean that X(A-B) = 0, X(AaB) = 0 re-

spectively. For two functions/,g on X,f=g,fSg mean that the equality and

the inequality, respectively, are satisfied except on a A-null set. For any set A,

1A represents the function which equals to 1 on A and 0 on the complement

A' of A. For any function/ and any additive set function v define

IJW   =  Ux)fix),

vIA(B)   = v(Ar\B).
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IÄ is a A-measurable Markov operator. Define

(1.3) P*a =   I (Ia'P)",
n = 0

CO

(1.4) PA =   I P(IA.P)n.

n=0

pa> Pa operating on either non-negative functions or measures have well-de-

fined meanings. In our case of A-continuous P,

Pa n*) = j PÄ(x,y)f(y)X(dy),

vPA(B) = J<dx)jB pA(x,y)X(dy),

where

OO

(1.5) pA(x,y) = £ pA,n(x,y) with
n = l

PA,»(x,y) =        •••       p(x,zx)p(zx,z2) — p(zn_x,y)X(dzx)-X(dzn_x).
JA' JA'

However PAIA and PAIA are A-measurable Markov operators and PAIA has

density function pA(x,y)lA(y) [Appendix, Theorem 6.1]. Following E. Hopf and

J. Feldmanwecalla set A a conservative set if, for every A-non-null subset Bof

A, PB1B=1 on B. Let C be the largest conservative set which is then called the

conservative part of X. D = X — C is called the dissipative part of X. A set A

is said to be transient if there is a non-negative number q < 1 such that PA1A = q

on A. Then D is the union of at most countably many transient sets [Appendix,

Theorem 6.3]. For any finite measure v which is equivalent to A, Z„°°= i vP"(A) = oo

if A cz C and A is A-non-null and ¿Z^= i vP" is tr-finite on D. A set A is closed

if Pl¿= 1 on A. C is closed. It follows that Z"=1p"(x,y) < co for (A x A)

almost all (x,y) eX x D, in particular, ¿ZT=ip"(x,y) = 0 a.e. (A x A) on C x D.

The collection of all closed subsets of C form a rr-algebra of subsets of C which

we shall designate by <€. P is conservative if C = X. P is dissipative if D = X.

An extended real valued non-negative function h is said to be P-excessive if P/i _ /i,

P-invariant if equality holds, /i is a P-potential if P"/i JO a.e. (A). A cr-finite meas-

ure p is P-excessive if pP ;g p, P-invariant if equality holds, p is a P-potential

if dpP7dA|0 a.e. (A). Let

(1-6) g(x,y) =  Î p\x,y).
n = \
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Then Png(-,y)= Hk=n + 1pk(-,y). Hence for (A) almost all y, g(•,y) is P-ex-

cessive, in particular, if yeD, g(-,y) is a P-potential.

For a finite valued P-excessive function A we define

(1.7) Ph(x,y) = jT^rPiX'y)-

ph is well defined, a.e., (Xh x Xh) where Xh is given by

X„(A) =  (*   A(x)A(dx).

Since jph(x,y)Xh(dy) = (1/A(x)) Jp(x,y)A(y) X(dy)z% 1, a Aft-continuous  Mar-

kov operator Ph may be defined by:

(1.8) PJ(x) = j phix,y)fiy)X„idy) = ~ j"p(x,y)A(y)/(y)A(dy),

(1.9) vPhiA) = j vidx)jjhix,y)Xhidy) = j v(dx)~ £p(x,y)A(y)A(dy).

The iterates P"h are then given by

Plfix)  = j PÏ\x,y)fiy)Xhidy),

vPKA)   = j v(dx) £ pï\x, y)Xhidy),

where

*Kx>y) - h(x)p(nXx>y)-

For the operator Ph it is easy to see that the space still has the   same decom-

position CUD although sets of Xh measure 0 have no significance.

II. Invariant measures.

Theorem 2.1. Let P be X-continuous and <& be the o-algebra of all closed

subsets of the conservative part C. Then X is purely atomic on <ê. Let ^ be

generated by distinct atoms Cy,C2,-- and P¡ = PICt; then P¡Pj = 0 if i¥=j

and ICP = Ic(Py +P2 + ■■■).

Proof. Suppose that <ë contained a nonatomic set A. We may assume

0<A(^)< co. For every positive integer n there is a partition f}"* ••■,Ek") of

A such that every £{n) belongs to % and X(E\n)) < n_1. We may assume that

each E¡n+1) is a subset of £Jn) for some j. Let A„ = [JlE^ x £Ín)]. Since both

E¡n) and A — £¡(B) are closed sets, p(x,y) = 0 a.e. (A x A) on A x A — An. Since

An is monotonically decreasing and A x X(A„) ;£ n~ 1X(A) -* 0 as n -> oo, p(x,y) = 0
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a.e. (A x X) on Ax A which contradicts the fact that jA ¡Ap(x, y) X(dx) X(dy)
= A04)>0.

For every closed set A, IAP = IAPIA, hence PiPj = PICiPICj = PICJC.PIC. = 0

and ICP = ICPIC = IC(PX + P2 + ■ • •).

A conservative Markov operator P is said to be ergodic if the only A-non-null

set in ^ is C.

Theorem 2.2. // a X-continuous Markov operator P is conservative and

ergodic then P possesses a a-finite invariant measure p. which is unique up

to a constant multiple. Furthermore p is equivalent to A.

Proof. The proof of the existence of invariant measure shall be essentially

that of T. E. Harris adapted to the present situation [6]. Since P is conservative

}p(x,y)X(dy) > 0 implies that E"=1p"(x,y) = oo for (A) almost all y on a non-

null closed set. Since X is the only non-null closed set, Z"= i p"(x, y) = co for

(A) almost all y. Hence Z"=1p(n)(x,y) = oo a.e. (Xx X). Let M, a be two

positive numbers with 2"1 < a < 1. We shall show that there is a set A with

0 < X(A) < co and a positive integer N such that for (A) almost all xeA,

(2.1) AÍy:I pw(x,y)> M, yeA~\ > aX(A).

Let £ be an arbitrary set with 0 < A(£) < oo. Let

/„(x) = Ary:tp(i)(x,y)>MJ  n£.

Then/„ t A(£)a.e. (A). Determine N so that A[x :fN(x) > (4/5)A(£),xe£] > (4/5)A(£).

Let A = [x:fN(x)>(4/5)X(E), xe£]. Then A satisfies (2.1). Consider PA

and pA given by (1.4) and (1.5) respectively. PAIA is a A-continuous Markov

operator with density function r(x,y) — pA(x,y)lA(y). Let r"(x, y) be the nth

iterate of r(x, y),

q(x,y) = N-1Il rw(x,y)
n = l

and Q be the corresponding A-continuous Markov operator with density func-

tion q(x,y). (2.1) implies that for (A) almost all xeA,

(2.2) X[y : q(x, y) > M/N, yeA~]> aX(A).

(2.2) implies that there is a probability n such that

ess sup | ô"lÊ(x) - n(E) | -► 0 uniformly in £

(see Appendix of [6]). n is PAIA-invariant. Let p = nPA. Then
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00

pP = nPAP = nPAIAP + nPAIA.P = nP + n I P(IA.P)n = nPA = p.
n = l

Hence p is P-invariant. Since P is ergodic, p is cr-finite by Theorem 6.4 of Appendix,

p has density with respect to X:dp/dX— ¡n(dx)pA(x, •). The support of an

invariant measure is necessarily a closed set. Hence the support of p is X and p

is equivalent to A. Uniqueness of p follows from Corollary 6.2 of Appendix.

Theorem 2.3. Let P be X-continuous and conservative. Let Cy,C2,-- be

distinct atoms which generate *é'. For each C¡ there is a o-finite P-invariant

measure p¡ which is equivalent to XIC. and every P-invariant measure is of the

form £a¡p¡.

Proof. Let P¡ = PIC¡. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there is a P¡-invariant

measure which is equivalent to XIC. which is unique up to a constant multiple.

Now p¡P = p¡/c¡P = pPi = Pi, hence p¡ is also P-invariant. Conversely, if p is

P-invariant, let v» = uICi ; then viPi = pIcP = pPIc. = plc. = vx. v¡ is Pi-in-

variant, therefore a constant multiple of p¡. Hence pis of the form Sa^.

Let

(2.3) B = [PC1C>0]-C.

J. Feldmann showed that every excessive measure for a A-measurable Markov

operator P is necessarily absolutely continuous to A/X_B. In our case of A-con-

tinuous Markov operators we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1. // P is a X-continuous Markov operator then there exists

an excessive measure u which is equivalent to XIX^B where B is given by (2.3).

Proof. Let ne¿d+iX) and be equivalent to XIx_(BuC). Let w= Z^o7^"•

Then n is equivalent to A/x_(BuC) and a-finite. Let p — r¡+ Sa,p¡, <x¡ > 0 where

Pi are invariant measures described in Theorem 2.3. p is the desired excessive

measure.

III. Ratio ergodic theorems. For a A-measurable Markov operator P and

v,n e J3?+(A) the ratio ergodic theorem states that

N

I dvPn/dX
n=l_

N

I dnP"/dX
n = l

converge a.e. (A) on the set where the denominator is positive. The theorem

was conjectured by E. Hopf and proved by Chacon and Ornstein [1]. The limit

function was identified by J. Neveu [10]. For our case of A-continuous operator

P, because of % being atomic the ratio ergodic theorem may take the form of
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Theorem 3.1. But, first, we shall introduce functions uc.. Let C¡ be an atom of C.

Let uc. = Pc¡lc¡ • uc, is the smallest excessive function which equals to 1 on C¡

(Appendix, Corollary 6.1).

Theorem 3.1.   Let P be X-continuous and n, a finite measure equivalent

to A; then for (A x A) almost all (x,z)

* P"^Z^                     u   (x)
lim   -üzzi- = -MZ1-  if zeCi

N-KD

(3.1)

I n(dy) ¿ p"(y,z) I 7t(dy)wCl(y)

- g(X'Z) i/z6Dn   [QsuppTtP-l.
J nCdjOgO.z) L" = 1 J

We shall define kernel K(x,z) by

N

I p"(x,z)

(3.2) K(x,z) = lim
ÍT-» oo

\n(dy) Î p"(y,z)
J n = l

This kernel shall be used to obtain the exit boundary of P.

Because of the existence of invariant measures for conservative A-continuous

Markov operators we are able to derive the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let P be a X-continuous Markov operator, C¡, an atom of

%', p a P-invariant measure which is equivalent to XIC. and f = dp/dX; then for

(Xx X x X) almost all (x,y,z) eC¡x C¡x C¡,

S P\z,x)
(3.3) lim

fix)

n-»oo   N f(y)

I p\z,y)
ïl = l

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for P being conservative and er-

godic and C¡ = X. We shall define another A-continuous Markov Q which we

shall call the p-reverse of P (or just the reverse of P for in this case a P-excessive

measure is essentially unique). For any geLx(X) define Qg to be a function

satisfying the following equality for every heLx(p):

jh(Qg)dp = j(Ph)gdp.

In other words, if dv = gdp, Qg is defined by dvP = Qgdp. The P-invariance
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and A-equivalence of p imply that Q is a well-defined A-measurable Markov

operator (cf. Appendix). This Q has been called an "inverse" by S. Kakutani

and "p-adjoint" by J. Feldman. It follows from Theorem 3.1 [5] that Q is con-

servative. Q is also ergodic (Appendix, Lemma 6.2). Since P is A-continuous,

Q is also A-continuous with density function q(x, y) :

(3.4) q{x,y)=fiy)P(y,x)-~.

The iterates qin\x,y) are given by

(3.5) q\x,y)=fiy)pwiy,x)-~^.

Applying (3.1) to <j(x,y) we have for iXx Xx X) almost all ix,y,z),

I <z"(x,z)
1 = um !Lzi-

N-»co     N

S q"iy,z)
11 = 1

r P(n)(z,x)

= [im Hl- f(y)
JV-»co     N f\X)

I P(n)(z,y)
h = i

and (3.3) follows immediately.

Corollary 3.1. Let P be X-continuous, conservative and ergodic. Let p Ae

P-invariant and f = dp/dX. If p is finite and normalized to be a probability

measure then for (A x A) almost all (x,y),

(3.6) lim 1  I p("\x,y) =/(y),
¡V-»co   ly   n = l

and for (A) almost all x,

(3.7) lim    fil  S p"(x,y) -f(y)  A(dy) = 0.
¡V->co    J    I JV    n = l

If p is not finite then for (X x X) almost all (x,y)

(3.8) lim
¡V-»co JV

¡r  I p(n)(x,y) = 0.

Proof.   If p is a probability measure, Theorem 3.1 implies that

í/n\x,y)

lim ■—        - = 1,
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hence (3.6) follows immediately. Since p"(x,y) are non-negative and

J^_1Í2 fix,y)]xidy) = jf(y)X(dy),

(3.6) implies (3.7). If p is not finite there is an increasing sequence {£„} of sets

such that \JnEn = X and p(£„) < oo for every n. The general ergodic theorem

implies that for (A x A) almost all (x,y),

(3.9) lim   I pn(x,y)
N -*oo  n = 1

£ É**£(yi = _J_
„f,      dA     Ky}     p(Ek)

Now for each n.jfc, p/£|P "zg p. Hence every term in the summation appearing

as the denominator of the left-hand side of (3.9) is ^f(y). Hence

S p"(x,y)
,. = i ,i

liminf "°*       ,— <
¡,^„        Nf(y)      - p(Ek)

Since p(£fc)-> oo, it follows that

2 P(n\x,y)

lim "~\«/-  x-= °
„-.„,     Nf(y)

and (3.8) is proved.

The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 6.5 cf Arpcr.dix.

Theorem 3.3. Let P be X-continuous and conservative and CX,C2,-- are the

atoms of&. Let p be an invariant measure which is equivalent to X and p¡ = plc¡-

Then iff, ge^L^pj), g > 0 a.e. (A) then there exists limit

N

I py
lim  ^i-=S^-lCi    a.e.  (A),

JV-»co      n b¡

IP's
n = l

where ai = \fdpi,   b¡= jhdp¡. The limit is independent of particular p chosen.

Furthermore there exists

limi( I P"/)=Sa;iCia.e.(A),
N-+00 "  \ n = l /

where

a\ = a-Jp^Cj)     if p(C¡) < oo,

a\=0 ifp(Cj)=oo.

Again the limit is independent of the particular p chosen.
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IV. Laws of large numbers. In this section we shall assume that ¡p(x,y)X(dy)

= 1 for (A) almost all x.

Let Í2 be the infinite product space n^=o-^ and ^> tfle product cr-algebra

nr=o^ °f subsets of Q. Let X„ be the function on Q to X defined by X„(w) =x„

if w = {x0,x1,x2,--.}. Let T be the shift transformation on Q to ÍÍ defined by

Tw = {xy,x2,---} if w = {x0,Xy,x2,---}. For any function / defined on Q we

define function Tf by Tf(w) = f(Tw). Iff is a function on X then Tf(Xn) =f(Xn+1).

For any measure <j> on SF define measure <p T by <</> T,/> = <<p, T/ >for every

non-negative J^-measurable function / «<£,/>= J/d<p if the integral is well

defined).

A function ^(x, E), x e X, E e !F is defined in the following manner. If

E — [X0eA0,-,X„e A„~] where AxeSC,

(4.1) 0>ix,E)=\  Xidx0)i   A(dx.)..-     A(dx„)p(x,x0)p(x0,x1)...p(x„_1,x„).
*/.<4.o •/j4 i J A„

Then the definition of SP(x,E) is extended to arbitrary Ee!F by a well-known

measure extension argument. We have that for (A) almost alL. x S?(x, • ) is a

probability measure on SF and for every Ee2F ¿P( ■ ,£) is ^-measurable. For

a real valued, bounded or non-negative J^-measurable function / we define

(4.2) 9f= JV(-,dvO/(-,W).

In the above we write w = {x0,Xy,---} as a pair (x0,w') where w' = Tw. SPf is

^"-measurable and

(4.3) 0>Tnf=Pn0>f.

(4.3) may be first proved for / being of the form 1E where E = [Z0 e A0, ■ ■ ■ ,X„ e A¿\

and then extended to arbitrary /. If / is of the form/(Z„) with/ being ^"-measur-

able then 3Pf(X/) = P f. For any measure n absolutely continuous with respect

to A, a measure r\ is defined on !F by letting

= J n{dx)\(4.4) <%/>= <1, &f> = I n{dx)\ 0>(x,dw')f(x,w')

for every non-negative ^-measurable function /. T| is a-finite. Since <T|,/ >= Oif

and only if 0>f=O a.e. (n), <X,/> = 0 implies that <t|,/> = 0 so thatTj is absolutely

continuous with respect to X,. Since

<XT,/> = <X, T/>=<A,.^T/>=<A,P^/>= (XP,&fy

and since XP is absolutely continuous with respect to A, XT is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to X. Hence T is a X-measurable Markov operator acting

on (Çl,SF, X) and the theory of A-measurable Markov operator is applicable.
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We shall begin with the ergodic decomposition of Í2 for T. In the following all

subsets of Q are understood to be immeasurable sets and two sets are equal

if they are equal modulo ^.-null sets.

Lemma 4.1. Let X = C u D be the ergodic decomposition of Xfor P; then

C= YlO^oC IS the conservative part of Q for T and Q. — C is the dissipative

part of Q.

Proof.   To show that C is   T-conservative we shall show that, for every

T-transient set £, X(EdC) = 0. If £ is  T-transient then there is a number c

for which I^=0T"l£^c a.e. (X). Let / = 0>ln.  Then  P"/ = ^n£ so that

I„°°=0py= á¡*( I„% nE) = c a.e. (A).  Hence / = 0   a.e. (A) on C. Now

X(EnC) = f é?lEnCdAzg   f^l£dA = 0.

To show that Q. - C is T-dissipative it is sufficient to show that the set [Z„ e /)]

is dissipative for n = 0,1,2,■■■. Let A be P-transient (therefore A cz D) then

Hj?=0P''lA á d a.e. (A) for some number d. Let n be a finite measure equivalent

to A. Then t| is equivalent to X. Now

N      fc = 0 N     t=0 '

Hence  Et% r*l[x„ex] < °° a.e. (X). It follows from Theorem 2.1  [5] that

[X„ e /I] is T-dissipative. Since D is a countable union of P-transient sets, [X„ e £>]

is T-dissipative.

We shall designate by T the collection of T-closed subsets of C.

Lemma 4.2. Let P be conservative. Then T is also conservative. If a non-

negative function f is P-invariant (/ = Pf a.e. (A)) then f(Xn) is T-invariant

(f(X„)=f(Xn+x) a.e. (X)). Conversely if a non-negative function g on Q is

T-invariant then there is a P-invariant function f such that g =f(X„) a.e. (X).

Proof.   If a P-invariant function / is of the form 1A with A e ^ then

mA(x„)-iA(xn+x) = p*iapia = P"iA = iA = pn+1iA.

Since @lA(Xn) = PnlA and ^1A(X„+X) = Pn+11A we have

X[1Ä)# 1Ä)-1Ä+1)] = X[lA(Xn+x)¿ lA(X„)-lA(Xn+x)-] = 0.

Hence 1A(X„) = lA(X„+x) a.e. (X). In general/ may be approximated from be-

low by linear combinations of functions of the form 1A. f(X„) =f(X„+x) a.e. (X)

is obtained by the usual limiting process.

Conversely if a bounded function g is T-invariant and / = SPg then / is P-in-

variant. By the Martingale convergence theorem {f(X„)} converges a.e. (X) to g
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(cf. the proof of Theorem 1.1 on p. 460, [3]). Since f(Xn) =f(X0) a.e. (X),

g =f(X„) a.e. (X). It follows that every set £ in T is of the form [X„ e A~] where

A eft. Since every non-negative T-invariant function g is T-measurable, g is of

the form f(Xn) where / is "¿^-measurable.

Corollary 4.1. A set E belongs to F if and only if £ is of the form [X0 e A]

for some A efé\

Lemma 4.3. If a measure p on 3C is P-invariant (P-excessive) then p on

SF is  T-invariant ( T-excessive).

Proof.   The lemma follows from the following equalities:

p(E)   = <p,^l£> ^ <pP,^lE> = <p,P^l£>

= <p,^Tl£> = <p,TlE> = <pT,lE>

= PT(£).

Theorem 4.1. Let P be X-continuous, CX,C2,--, atoms of the a-algebra

^ of P-closed subsets of C and Py,p2,---, the P-invariant measures equivalent

to XICi, XICl,-- respectively. Then the a-algebra T of T-closed subsets of C is

also purely atomic with atoms Cy,C2,--- where C¡ = [X0eC¡]. £acA p¡ is

T-invariant and equivalent to XIC..

Proof. By Corollary 4.1, ^ and T are isomorphic. Since ^ is purely atomic,

T is purely atomic with atoms \_X0 e C(], i = 1,2, •••. By Lemma 4.3, p¡ is T-in-

variant. p¡ is equivalent to X/c. since p¡ is equivalent to XICt.

Theorem 4.2. Let P be X-continuous and \iy,\i2,--- be T-invariant measures

of Theorem 4.1. Let E¡ = [J"=0[X„eC¡]. If f,g are \irintegrable functions

with g ^ 0, J" adpi > 0 iAen

1 Vf      ¡fdfit
(4.4) lim —- = -- a.e.(k)onE,.

N-»co      N I»

2 Tng       gdiit
n = 0 J

The above limit is independent of the particular T-invariant, X/Cj equivalent

measure \i¡ chosen. Furthermore

(4.5) lim AT1/S Tnf) =   ffd^/p^) a.e. (X) on Ex
N-»co \n = 0        / J

(the right-hand side of (4.5) is interpreted to be 0 if p¡(C¡)= oo).

Proof. Since C¡ is an atom of T and p¡ is a T-invariant measure with support

Cf, (4.4) is true a.e. (X) on C¡ by Theorem 6.5 of Appendix. Let
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F =
J fdHi

I Tng(w)        f gdpi
n = 0 J —I

I T"f(w)
w: lim i=9-

Then ^lFnC. = 1 a.e. (A) on C¡. Let Ek = [X0^C¡, •-, X^^C;, XkeCj\.

To show that (4.4) is also true a.e. (X) on £; — C¡ it is sufficient to show

X(Ek-EkC\F) = 0 for k = 1, 2, ••• . We shall show this by showing

&1& = -3PlE*nFa.e. (X). It is clear that lEknF(w) = lEk(w)-lEnCl(Tk+1w). Hence

for (A) almost all x,

^EknE(x) — lx-CiW

c,i

/ -/Jx-c¡  J ct

i ■■•/Jx-c, Je,

P(^»>'l)---p(yfc-l,};t)^3'l)---^>'/i)^,lpnCi(>'/i)

p(x,yi) — p(yk-l,yk)X(dyx) — X(dyk)

= ^Ek(x).

Any T-invariant 3t/c¡ equivalent measure is a constant multiple of p,. Hence

the limit is independent of the particular \i¡ chosen. If p¡(C¡) < co and g is chosen

to equal to 1 on C¡ then (4.4) becomes (4.5). If p(C,) = oo we may choose a mono-

tone nondecreasing sequence {gk} such that 0zg<7l=l, $gkd\i¡ < co, <?kfl

a.e. (X); then

lim sup
JV-»oo

N N [•

I T"f E 27 fan,
»_zziL_ ^ um lzzz2- = J-

N W-.0O      W ,.

lim
W-»oo     N

J
a.e. (^)on£;.

»ft^Pi

Since   JV*dp; f °° as fc -» oo, lim^^N  1 Z„w=0 T"/ = 0 a.e. (X) on £¡.

Theorem 4.3. Leí D = Ç\™=0\_XneD~\ and nes/+(X). Let i\ be defined by

(4.4) and ¡i= Hij?=ç,r\IDTn. Then p is T-excessive and E,?=oT"/ converges a.e.

(X)  on D for every \i-integrable function f.

Proof. It is clear that D is T-closed and dissipative. p is rj-finite with D as

its support. The convergence of Z™=0Tn/ then follows from Theorem 6.5 of

Appendix.

The following corollaries are special cases of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 4.2. Let C¡ be an atom ofß and p¡ a P-invariant measure equiv-

alent  to  XIc¡.  If f,g are p¡-integrable functions with g = Q,   Jgdp( > 0 then
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f(Xx) + -+f(XN)       f/dpi
lim -= j;-   a.e. (X) on E¡,

N^g(Xy)+-+g(Xn) jgdpt

where E¡ = U^oLX.eC,] and

f(Xy)+-+f(Xn)       jfdn,
Et-ñ-= -p^y a-e-w on £"

where 1/co is 0.

Corollary 4.3. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 4.3 if f is a

function on X and g = ¿P1D and if fg is integrable with respect to

^or¡ID(PID)n  then  In°°=o/(^„)  converges a.e.  (X) on D.

Proof. We only need to point out that J/(Z0)dp = ¡fgd( Y,™=0nIDiPID)n).

Then the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.

V. Martin boundaries. Let n be a finite measure equivalent to A which is

fixed all through this section and A, a P-excessive s-integrable function. Let

measure nh, Xh be defined by nhiA)= \Ahdn, XhiA) = )AhdX. nh is finite and

Xh is rx-finite. Let Ph be given by (1.8), (1.9). Ph is a AA-continuous Markov oper-

ator of which ph of (1.7) is the density with respect to Xh. Let the kernel K(x,y)

be given by (3.2). We shall construct measures on the product er-algebra !F of

subsets of the product space SI as in §IV. However in this section the component

spaces of Si will be X u[p]. p is usually called an "absorbing state." An ele-

ment w of SI is a sequence {x0,x1,x2,.-} with x„ being elements of X or equal

to p. X„ shall be the function on SI to X U [p] defined by Z„(w) = x„ if

w = {x0,Xy,x2,---}. For a n-integrable P-excessive function A a function

0>hix, E)ixeX,Ee 3F) is defined as follows. If £ = [X0 eA0, •■■,X„ e A„] where

Axe$C, let

^h(x,E) =       X„idx0)       X„idxy)—       AA(dxn)pfc(x,x0)pA(x0,x1)-"P/l(xn-i,xn).
JAo JAi JA„

If Ee& and is of the form SI - E we let &>hix,F) = 1 - ^h{x,E). Then the

definition of ^A(x,£) is extended to arbitrary Ee !F by the usual measure ex-

tension argument. Measure jtä on SF is defined by

(5.1) *„(£)=    f    nhidxo)0>ixo,Ey)
JAnX

if £ is of the form [X0eA, {Xy, X2,---}eEy~\. Then the definition is again

extended to arbitrary £. nh is a finite measure on SF.

Theorem 5.1. Let A be P-excessive and n-integrable. Let nh be defined

by (5.1) and
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K(x,Xn(w)) = K(x,y) if Xn(w) = yeX,

= 0 ifXn(w) = p.

Then {K(x,X„(w))} converges for (X x nh) almost all (x,w). (Note that

nh{XneDn[\jj?=xsuppnP'']} = Ofor n = l. Hence K(x,Xn(w)) are well de-

fined a.e. (X x nh) for n _ 1.)

Proof. If X„(w) are in C for n ^ 1 the convergence of K(x,X„(w)) is ob-

vious since K(x,-) is constant on every C¡ and C, C¡ are also PÄ-closed. Since

K(x,y)lD(y) is the kernel for operator PID it is sufficient to prove the theorem

for a dissipative P.

Let p = 2Zj?=xnP". p is a o--finite, P-excessive measure. Let/= dp/dX; then

f(y)= jn(dx)g(x,y) where g(x,y) is given by (1.6). Let

qn(y,x)=f(x)pn(x,y)/f(y).

Then we may define a p-continuous Markov operator Q with q(x,y) as its density

function with respect to p. Q is actually the p-reverse of P (cf. Appendix). Since

P is dissipative so is Q. Hence for any finite measure v absolutely continuous

with respect to p,  J"v(dy) E™= i <z"(y, x) is finite for (p.) almost all x. Since

2 «"(y, x) = /(*) *(*, J0//O0 = /(x) K(x, y),
u = l

hence ¡v(dy)K(x,y) < oo for (p) almost all x.

Let a, b be two real numbers with 0 = a < b. Let ß(w) be the number of down

crossings of \_a,b'] by the sequence K(x,Xx(w)), K(x,X2(w)), • ■ •. Now we shall

proceed to prove the theorem by showing that for (p) almost all x,

jß(w)nh(dw) < co.

Since Ph is also dissipative there is a monotone nondecreasing sequence of

transient sets £ of which the union is X. Let

QE = [w : X„(w) e E for some n > 0],

(5.2) zE(w) = sup [n : XH(w) e £] if w e ñE

= 0 otherwise.

te is finite valued a.e. (ith). Let

LE(x) = 3Pa\x,Q X,iE\ if xe£

= 0 otherwise.

On QE define functions Y0,YX,Y2,--- with values in X U[p] as follows:

Y0(w) = XtJ,(w)(w),

nOv)  = XTE^x(w) if t£(w) = 2

= p otherwise,
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Let A0,---,A„eX. We shall compute the following measure:

nh[Y0eA0, Y1eAy,--,YneAH]

00

=     Z     nh\Xm-neAn, Xm^„_xeA„_x,---,X0eA0]n[T:E=m']
m =n+ 1

=     I     f   nPm'nidy„) \      Xidyn-y)-  f   Xidy0)piyn,yn.y)-
m=n+l Ja„ J A„- i tufa

— p(yuyo)hiyo)LE(yo)

(5.3)    =       p(dy„) X(dyn-y)-~\    A(dy0)p(y„,yn_1)-.p(y1,y0)A(y0)L£(y0)
Ja„ Ja„-i Ja0

=   \n(dy„)      X(dy„-y)-- \ X(dy0)q(yn-y,yn)-q(y0,yy)f(y0)h(y0)LE(y0)
JA„ JA„-i JAo

=    ñyo)h(yo)LE(yo)¿(dyo)       Kdyù—\    X(dy„)q(y0,yy)-q(y„_y,yn).
JAo Ja i Ja.

Let nE(A) = nh[Y0eA]. nE is the distribution of Y0. nE has density function

f(yo)h(yo)I-E(yo) with respect to A. The collection of x for which

§nE(dy)K(x,y) = oo for some £ in the sequence is a p-null set. Let x belong to

the complement of this p-null set. Then J"K(x, Y0)dith < oo. Let

ßE(w)= the number of down crossings of [a, A]

by Kix,Xyiw)),-,Kix,XtEiw)) if WeSiE,

= 0 otherwise.

Then /?£(w) is also the number of up crossings of [a, A] by X(x, Y0iw)),

Kix, Yyiw)),---. Since K(x, •) is a Q-potential, (5.3) implies that K(x, Y„) is a

supermartingale and jK(x, Y„)dith \ 0. It follows from a well-known inequality

of Doob [3, p. 316,Theorem 3.3] that £[)S£] ̂  A/(A - a)n„(SiE). ¡ßEdn„\ $ßdnh

as £ j Z. Hence ¡ßdnh ^ A/(A - a) and the theorem is proved.

The kernel K(x,y) has the property that for (A) almost ally e(J"=1supp7iP",

K( • ,y) is an element of Ly(n) with Lt norm = 1. For an element <j> of Lœ(n)

define

(5.4) ^(y)=J<Kx)K(x,y)7td(x).

Corollary 5.1. Let A be P-excessive and n-integrable. Let <¡>eLJji) and

Ifiy) be defined by (5.4) and l^p) = 0. Then {¡¿(Xj*} converges a.e. (nh) and

also in Ly(nh) for every positive integer k. Furthermore, if P is dissipative, Eis

transient and E \ X and tE be defined by (5.2), íAen {l^X^f} converges a.e.

inh) and also in Ly(nh) as E f X where the value of l^X^ is taken to be 0 if
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w<£QE. The limit is independent of the particular sequence of transient sets E

chosen.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the corollary for a non-negative 4>. For the

a.e. (jifl)-con vergence of {lA\X¿)} the same proof of Theorem 5.1 goes through since

1$ is a g-potential if P is dissipative. Let t(h>) = limT£(w) as £ f X. If t(w) is

finite the convergence of lA[XZE(w))k is trivial and the limit is l^XT{w)(w))k. If

t(w) = co, l^,(XTE(w)(w))k is a subsequence of l,j,(Xn(w))k, therefore, its convergence

follows from the convergence of l,¡,(Xn(w))k and both sequences have the same

limit. The L^Ji^-convergence follows from the fact that | /^(y) | :g || <p || œ.

For the rest of this section we shall assume that X = {Jjj= x supprcP". We shall

also assume that for every yeX, K( ■, y) is a non-negative element of Lx(n) with

Lx norm 1. This may be accomplished by discarding a A-null set. Consider the

map T:

(5.5) T(y) = K(-,y).

This is a map of X into Lx(n). We shall consider Lx(n) as a subset of its second

dual. Let X be the weak closure of the image of X under T. % is a compact Haus-

dorff space under the weak topology.

Lemma 5.1. Let 2£ be the a-algebra of all Baire subsets of ft. Then T given

by (5.5) is a measurable transformation of (X,2£) to (X,3£).

Proof. We shall use the symbol <y,<p> for <p e Lm(n),ye%to denote the value

of y at (j>. To prove Lemma 5.1 we shall show that for every real valued con-

tinuous function / on ft, fT is ^"-measurable. We shall show this by two steps.

First, we shall show that every real continuous function on .^may be uniformly

approximated by polynomials of functions of the type < • ,<py. Second, we shall

show that <T( • ),<p >is .f-measurable for every (peLœ(Ti).

Let A be the collection of all functions on the unit ball S of Lœ(n) into the

closed interval [—1,4-1]. The topology on A shall be the Tychonoff topology.

Then .fmay be considered as a closed subset of A. For any n e A, <j> e S we shall

denote the value of n at <p by (r],<py. The polynomials of functions of the type

<•,</>> form a subalgebra of the algebra of all real valued continuous functions

on A. This subalgebra separates points of A and contains the constant functions.

By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem every continuous function on A may be uni-

formly approximated by elements of this subalgebra. Now every continuous

real valued function on Xmay be extended to be real continuous function on A.

Hence the first step is finished. The ^"-measurability of <T( • ),<py follows from

the equality :

<t( •),</>> = j*7i(dx)<Mx)/»:(x,-).

Theorem 5.2. For every non-negative P-invariant %-integrable function

h there is a Baire measurer)   on ¡X for which the following formula holds,
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(5.6) A = jyñidy).

(5.6) is interpreted to be that for every <j> e Lx(n)

<A,<£>=j*<y,<p>*7(dy).

Proof. Let

uCi

yCt =

S71'
(dy)uCi(y)

yc. is then the image of all points y in C¡ under the transformation T. If A is of the

form Za¡«C|, then fj in (5.6) is atomic which assigns measure a¡ )n(dy)uCi(y) to

yC{ and the formula is valid. In general if A = a¡ on C¡ then A — HaiuC{ = 0

on C. HaxuCt is P-invariant and, by Theorem 6.2 of Appendix, is the smallest

P-excessive function which is equal to A on C. Hence A — 2Za¡uc¡ S; 0 and is

P-invariant. Hence we only need to establish (4.4) for A which equals to 0 on C.

Since A = 0 on C, we may replace P by PID. In other words we may assume P

to be dissipative. Then Ph is also dissipative. Let £ be PA-transient and £ f X. Let

xE be defined by (5.2). Let us consider XtE to be defined on SiE and nE to be its

distribution. Let %E = TXZE and fjE be its distribution. We shall show that i)E

converges weakly, i.e., for every continuous function/ on %, J fdfjE converges

as £ f X. Since {fjE(%)} is a bounded sequence, it is sufficient to show the con-

vergence for/being a polynomial of functions of the form <•,</>> where <p e L^n).

It is clear that

j «y, <¡>y)kUdy) = J   l4,(xZE)kdnh

where l^ is given by (5.4). The convergence of { /(<y, </>>)*»Mdy)} is then a

consequence of Corollary 5.1. Let fj be the limit measure of {ifE}.

Now we shall compute 3Ph(x,[XZEeA,tE> 0]). For (nh) almost all x

1        °°    f
0>h(x,[XtEeA,TE>O})= -L-   S       p(n\x,y)hiy)LEiy)X(dy)

n\X)  m = i Ja

= -hl^-jAg(x,y)hiy)LEiy)Xidy)

= W) lK^y^d^-
Hence

j <t>(x)h (x) 0>h(x, [t£ > 0]) n (dx) = jj <f>(x) K(x,y)n (dx) nE(dy)

(5.7)
= I <y,4>yf¡E(dy).
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Now ^„(x, [tj > 0])^^(x, [![ e £]) f 1 a.e. (nh) since h is P-invariant. (5.6) is

then obtained by letting £ \ X in (5.7).

VI. Appendix on /.-measurable Markov operators. Let A be a er-finite measure

and s/(X) be the Banach space of the collection of all finite countably additive set

functions which are absolutely continuous with respect to A. Let Lœ(X) be the dual

of s/(X). Let P: v-+ vP be a positive linear operator and a contraction on si(X)

to ¿4(X). Let P : /-» Pf acting on LJJ) be its dual. Operator P on Lœ(X) is charac-

terized by (1) P is positive, (2) PI g 1, (3) fk j 0 implies that Pfk \ 0. For an

extended real valued non-negative function / which is not A-essentially bounded

Pf shall be the limit of P/„ where/„e Lx(X),f„ f/. Similarly for any measure v

absolutely continuous with respect to A, vP shall be the limit of v„P where

v„ e sf(X), v„ Î v. <v,/> is to designate the integral \fdv whenever the latter is well

defined. We have <vP,/> = <v,P/>. We shall call P a X-measurable Markov

operator. An extended real valued non-negative function h is excessive if Pfèf,

a potential if P"/ j 0. A o--finite measure p is excessive if pP _ P, a potential if

dpP"/dX | 0. It should be emphasized that for a A-measu rabie Markov operator

A-null sets are irrelevant and =, zg mean = a.e. (A), ^ a.e. (A).

For any set A, A' designates its complement. Let

p*A = f (iA.py,   pa= f p(/^.p)",
n=0 n=0

then Px = PPA and

(6.1) PaIa=1a + Ia*a1a-

Lemma 6.1. If h is an excessive function and I is an excessive function which

is ^hon A then PAIAh zg I. It follows that PA IAh ̂  h.

Proof. We need to show

(6.2) I (IAPTTAh Ú I
B=0

for N = 0,1,2, •••. For N = 0 (6.2) becomes IAh = I. Assume (6.2) to be true for

iV;then

Pi (IA.P)"IAh^Pl^l.
n = 0

Hence

IAh + IA.P I (IA.PfIAh = /,   i.e.,    I (IA.P)nIAh zg /.
n=0 n = 0

Theorem 6.1. P^ /^ and PAIA are X-measurable Markov operators.

Proof. We need to prove the theorem for PAIA only. By Lemma 6.1, PAIA1^1.

It follows that/ eL^X) implies that PAIAf e L^X). Positivityof PA IAis obvious.
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Let/., e Lœ(X),fk 5: O,/,. \ 0. The theorem is proved if we can show that PA IAfk\0.

We may assume fk ^ 1 for all k. Then

N co

(6.3)        pUMx)ïï(iA.pyijk(x)+  I aA.pyiA{x).
11=0 n=JV+l

Let x be fixed. For any e > 0 choose N so large that the second term at the right-

hand side of (6.3) is z% e/2, then choose K so large that the first term at the right-

hand side of (6.3) is :£ e/2 whenever k^K. Then PAIAfk(x) ^ e whenever k^.K

and the assertion that PA IAfk\ 0 is proved.

Theorem 6.2. If h is excessive then PA IAh is the smallest excessive function

which is ^ A on A.

Proof. We need only to prove that PA IAh is excessive. Then the rest of the

theorem follows from Lemma 6.1. By Lemma 6.1, PA IAh g A. Hence PAIAh g A.

By (6.1)

Pa ¡Ah = IAh + IA.PAIAh ^ IAPAIAh + IA.PAIAh = PAIAh = PP*A IAh.

Corollary 6.1. If A is conservative then PA1A is an invariant function and is

the smallest excessive function which is   =lonA.

Proof. PA1A = PPAIA1. Hence PA1A is excessive and is ^ PAIAl- However A

being conservative implies PAlA = 1 on A. Hence, by Theorem 6.2, P^l^l = PAlA-

Hence PA1A is invariant and is the smallest excessive function = 1 on A.

A set A is said to be recurrent if PA1A = 1 on A. A set B is conservative if every

subset of B is recurrent. A set £ is dissipative if every A-non-null subset of £ is

not conservative. A set T is transient if there is a non-negative number q < 1

such that Prlr ^ q on T. A subset of a transient set is transient.

Theorem 6.3. Any dissipative set E is a union of at most countably many

transient sets.

Proof. First we shall show that every A-non-null nonrecurrent set A contains

a A-non-null transient set. The set (P^l^ < l)nA is A-non-null, hence, there

is a non-negative number q < 1 such that T= (PA1A í= q) nA is non-null. By

Theorem 6.2, PT1T z% PA1A. Hence Prlr ^ P^l^ ;£ q on T and T is transient.

If E is transient then there is nothing to prove. We assume that £ is not tran-

sient. For every countable ordinal number a>0 we shall define a transient subset

Tx of £ by transfinite induction. Since £ is A-non-null (because £ is not transient)

and dissipative, £ contains a A-non-null subset which is not recurrent. Hence £

contains a A-non-null transient set Ty. Suppose Tß are defined for all ß < a.

If £ — Uß<xTß is A-null define Ta to be the null set. Otherwise £ — Uß<xTß con-

tains a A-non-null transient set Ta. There must be an a for which Ta is null. For,

if not, £ would contain uncountably many disjoint A-non-null sets which is im-
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possible. Let a0 be the first ordinal number such that Tao is null. Then

£ = Ux<X0Ta and the theorem is proved.

For any ve stf+(X) the support of v, supp v, is the set for which A c supp v

and A being A-non-null imply that v(A) > 0, and B cz X — suppv implies that

v(B) = 0. For any set A, we define the consequent of A, F(A) by

CO

F(A) = (J suppvP"
n = 0

where ves#+(X) has A as its support. The particular v chosen clearly does not

matter. If A is recurrent then F(A) is the smallest closed set containing A.

Theorem 6.4. // A is recurrent then for every ves¿+(X), vPA is a-finite

on F(A). In particular, if P is conservative and ergodic, then vPA is a-finite

for every non-null set A, and every ve¿tf+(X).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that vPA is a-finite on F(A). Since IAP is a

A-measurable Markov operator and PA = £™=0(/A.P)" it is sufficient to show

that F(A) is dissipative under the operator IAP.

We shall first show that PA1A = 1 on F(A). It follows that PA1A = 1 on F(A)

since PA1A is P-excessive (Theorem 6.2) and PA1A = PPA1A. Let F „(A) = supp nP"

where n has A as its support. We shall show that PA1A = 1 on F „(A) for n =0,1,2--..

By the definition of recurrency of A, PA1A = 1 on F0(A) = A. Assuming that

PA1A = 1 on F „(A) we proceed to show that PA1A = 1 on Fn + X(A).

nPn(x) = nP"iF¿A)) = inPn,P AiAy

= inP^pp^y = {r,pn^,pAiAy

(6-5) = <nPn+1,lAy + <Pn+1,IA-PAlAy

= <nPn+\lAy + <r,Pn+1,lA-y = <i7Pn+1»l>

= r¡P"+\X).

The fifth equality in (6.5) is owing to (6.1) and the inequality following it is owing

to the fact PA1A ̂  1 (Lemma 6.1). Since nP"(X) = r]P"+1(X), equality holds all

through (6.5). Hence

<rlPn+1,IA:PAlAy = <r]Pn+1AA-y

and PA1A = 1 on supp?jPn+1 - A = F„+1(A) - A. Hence P^ = 1 on Fn+X(A).

Now we have the following equality:

Pn="Í\lA.P)kIAPn-k + (IA.P)n.
k = 0

Since F(A) is closed, for v e sé +(A) with supp v c F(A), we have
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v(F(A))= vP"(F(A)) = OP", iy

= <vl (iA,P)kiAp"-k,i\+ <v(iA,py,iy

= <v"i(iA,p)kiA,iy+V(iA.py(x)

k=0 '

= <v,"z (iA'P)kiAy+viiA.p)nix).
N    k = 0

Now

lim I iIA,P)klA = P*A lA = I on FiS).
n-»oo Jfc =0

Hence

(6.6) lim viIA,P)"iX) = 0.
n-* oo

If FiA) were not dissipative under the operator 1A,P then FiA) would contain an

/¿.P-recurrent set B. Let v have support B. Then v(X) = v(IA.P)"(X) for all positive

integers n, which contradicts (5.6).

Let p be a cr-finite excessive measure. Then, if v is absolutely continuous to p,

so is vP. P acting on s/(p) is a p-measurable Markov operator which we shall

designate by P^. Let g e Lœ(p) with Lx(p) norm || g || and pg be defined by

Pg(A) = ¡Agdp. pgP is ff-finite and absolutely continuous with respect to p.

Define

Qg = dpgP/dp.

Since ± pg ̂  || g || p, + pgP g || g I pP -g I g I p, hence Qg eLjjï) with

\\Qg\\ è\\g\\. Clearly g*eLœ(p), g» | 0 imply that ß^ j 0, so that Q is a

p-measurable Markov operator. Q is characterized by the following equality :

(6-7) jpf ■ gdp = jf ■ Qgdp

whenever one side of (6.7) is well defined. J. Feldman showed that the space X

has the same decomposition X = C u D for Q as that of P although p-null sets

are irrelevant to Q [5, Theorem 3.1]. We shall call Q the p-reverse of P. Since

for g ^ 0

<H,Qg> = j 1 -Qgdp=  ¡Pi ■ gdp^\gdp=(ix,gy,

p is also Q-excessive. The symmetric roles played by Q, P in (6.7) imply that P„

is the p-reverse of Q.
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Lemma 6.2. Let P be a conservative X-measurable Markov operator which

possesses an invariant measure p. Let Q be its p-reverse. If set A is P-closed then

it is Q-closed. Conversely if A is a subset of the support of p and A is Q-closed

then it is P-closed.

Proof. We shall prove the lemma for the case that p is equivalent to A. Then,

applying it to P„ and noting that a subset of the support of p is P-closed if and

only if it is P^-closed, we obtain the assertion for the general case.

When p is equivalent to A the roles played by P,Q are symmetric. Hence we

only need to prove the sufficiency part. Let S be Q-closed. Let/ be non-negative,

bounded, p-integrable and [/ > 0] = S. Let pf be defined by pf(A) = ¡Afdp.

Then S =(J"=0suppp/ô". Now (6.7) implies that dpjQ"/dp = P"f. Hence

S =(J?.0[P"/> 0]. However [P"/> 0] = [P"ls > 0]. Hence

S= LJ[pnis>0] = [Psls>0].
n=0

Now by Corollary 6.1, P51S is P-invariant, therefore ^-measurable [7, Theorem

9.1]. Hence the set [Psls > 0] = S is P-closed.

Lemma  6.3. Let P possess an excessive measure p and Q be its p-reverse.

1. If h is a finite valued P-excessive function then the measure ph defined

by ph(A) = ¡Ahdp is Q-excessive. If, in addition, h is a P-potential then ph is a

Q-potential.

2. If n is a P-excessive measure absolutely continuous with respect to p then

dn/dp. is Q-excessive. If, in addition, r\ is a P-potential then dn/dp. is a Q-potential.

Proof. For any non-negative function /, pf shall always denote the measure

defined by pf(A) = $Afdp. Now if 0 ^ Ph = h, g = 0 then by (6.7)

<P/,en,£> = <lik,Q"g> = <rit,P"h> Ú <n„,gy.

Hence ph is ß-excessive. It is clear that P"h = dphQ"/dp so that h being a P-

potential implies that ph is a ß-potential. if n is a P-excessive measure absolutely

continuous to p, then, by (6.7), for g _ 0

<n,pngy = <p.g,Qn(dr,/dp)y.

(pg,dn/dpy = <[n,gy = (nPn,gy = <p„oV7d».

(¡ig,dn/dpy = <[pg,Qn(dn/dp)y,

Q\dr\ldp) = dnPydp

and the conclusion 2 follows.

Corollary 6.2. IfP is conservative and ergodic and if P possesses a nontrivial

invariant measure p then it is unique up to a constant multiple.

However

Hence
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2, Q, the p-reverse of P, is also ergodic. Hence the only

Q-excessive functions are constants. If n is another P-invariant measure then

dn/dp is Q-excessive and is a constant by Lemma 6.3. Hence r¡ is a constant

multiple of p.

Theorem 6.5. // p is a P-excessive measure and if f, geLx(p), g>0 a.e.

(p.) then 2^°=1P"/ converges a.e. (p) on D and, on C, there exists

N

I py
lim    ÏZîi- :

N->ao        N

lp*g
n = l

where f, g are ^-measurable and satisfy

fdPi =     fdp, I gdpx =    I gdp.
ja Ja ja Ja

for every Aet> where p.x is a finite measure equivalent to p.

Proof. Let Q be the p-reverse of P. It follows from (6.7) that dpfQ"/dp=Pnf,

dpgQ"/dp = P"g. For Q, # is still the cr-algebra of conservative Q-closed sets by

Lemma 6.2. The theorem is then obtained immediately by applying the general

ratio ergodic theorem.
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